
FROM Shirley  
          A few hours on a Friday that I look forward to , ANID Turnkey Projects Contracting LLC course ( in 
collaboration with Manipal Executive Education) has been a great Experience. Great topics and 
interactive learning sessions.  

Mr. Murtaza has been a great inspiring force throughout, his experience with business perspective, 
design and fit-out details along with his helpful nature is remarkable. I have learned so much in 10 
weeks.  
 

FROM Alessandra D’Souza 

           As an Interior design student at Manipal University, I learnt and developed so many great ideas, 
concepts, interior spaces and even furniture design. But I was always curious as to how my idea could be 
made practical for a user. The fit out joinery course at ANID was never a rejection to my design but 
always an answer or discovery to solutions on how my furniture or interior could be fixed, furnished and 
finished. The course for me was more of an experience than a school checklist, we covered areas 
beyond what was promised like: 
-building a team 
-site visits 
-discovery of new design solutions 
-even being introduced to a few relevant clients or suppliers on the way 
-practical experience and more... 
Moreover the interactive teaching methods adapted at the studio really helped the methods make more 
sense as we were able to experience challenges and solutions first hand. All in all I hope the experience 
does justice to you as much as it did to me. 
 

FROM Abdul Rahman 

          Taking the joinery fit out course with Manipal institute has been an augmenting experience. Taking 
us through the basics of joinery and fit out very patiently Mr. Murtaza has ensured that we strive to 
become process based rather than person based. Knowledge of how the work is to be done rather than 
depending on a single person to get your work done isn't realistic in today's world. 

Its a must-do course for joinery enthusiasts, senior managers and even those who plan to start up their 
own businesses 

 

FROM Liza 

         Taking the joinery fit out course affiliated with Manipal institute has been a great experience. We 
learnt from the basics of joinery and fit out under  Mr. Murtaza he ensured that we learn it i  detail with 
practical  so that we understand what we learn n put it to action. Personally it was very helpful. 

Its a must-do course for  small entrepreneurs, senior managers and even those who plan to start up 
their own businesses. 

 

 


